An interpolating spline-based approach is presented for modeling multi-flexiblebody systems in the divide-and-conquer (DCA) scheme. This algorithm uses the floating frame of reference formulation and piecewise spline functions to construct and solve the non-linear equations of motion of the multi-flexible-body system undergoing large rotations and translations. The new approach is compared with the flexible DCA (FDCA) that uses the assumed modes method [1] . The FDCA, in many cases, must resort to sub-structuring to accurately model the deformation of the system. We demonstrate, through numerical examples, that the interpolating spline-based approach is comparable in accuracy and superior in efficiency to the FDCA. The present approach is appropriate for modeling flexible mechanisms with thin 1D bodies undergoing large rotations and translations, including those with irregular shapes. As such, the present approach extends the current capability of the DCA to model deformable systems. The algorithm retains the theoretical logarithmic complexity inherent in the DCA when implemented in parallel.
Introduction
Modeling flexibility in the dynamic simulation of multibody systems often becomes unavoidable when its effects are significant, e.g, systems including articulated elastic objects such as bars, beams, shafts, and belts in application areas such as robotics and micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS). The goal of these simulations is to capture the essential dynamics of the system arising from the large overall motion, often regarded as rigid body motion associated with the kinematic joints between the flexible bodies, and that from the elastic deformation of the individual components of the system. In such simulations, one often encounters situations where computational efficiency as well as model accuracy are important and a balance between the two is required. In many cases, it may be useful to employ multibody methods for computational cost savings, kinematic exactness, and ease in handling large rotations and translations. Using finite element based models may significantly increase computational cost.
A number of approaches have been developed for simulating flexible bodies that also incorporate the effects of gross rigid body motion. Some of the widely adopted approaches include the floating frame of reference formulation (FFR) [2, 3] , absolute nodal coordinate formulation (for beam and plate type elements) [4, 5] , and other finite element (FE) based techniques [6, 7, 8, 9] . For a brief review and an extensive literature survey on different computational strategies in flexible multibody systems, the reader is referred to [10] . Regardless of the method, computational cost increases with increasing complexity of the system. Therefore, the development of computationally efficient methods which are also accurate has always been an important topic of research in multibody dynamics. In this paper, we present a new multibody method that incorporate interpolating spline in a divide-and-conquer framework. The present algorithm provides an efficient approach for modeling dynamic systems employing articulated rigid and flexible bodies undergoing large rotations and translations.
The divide-and-conquer algorithm (DCA) was introduced by Roy Featherstone [11] as a massively parallel, truly time optimal multibody dynamics algorithm. The DCA is applicable to general multibody systems and achieves logarithmic complexity O(log(N b )), when implemented on O(N b ) processors [12] . Thus, the DCA is a good candidate for situations where computational efficiency and cost are important. Several variants of the DCA were developed for multibody systems with closed loops [12, 13] , flexible bodies [1] , control problems [14, 15] , and discontinuous changes arising during simulation [16] . In this paper, we present a DCA based efficient algorithm that utilizes the interpolating spline functions for modeling multi-flexible-body systems. A comparison between the spline-based approach (SDCA) and the assumed modes method scheme is presented. The assumed mode DCA or flexible DCA (FDCA [1] ) is appropriate when dealing with bodies with regular geometry such as straight and uniform beams whose mode shapes have been thoroughly investigated in literature [17] . However, for irregularly shaped beams, the FDCA must resort to sub-structuring in order to adequately capture the deformation of the system [18] . The SDCA approach presented in this paper overcomes this limitation.
Various types of approximating and interpolating spline functions have found applications in a number of areas, ranging from computer graphics to statistics and mechanics. For example, B-splines have been extensively studied in finite element based methods [19, 20] . This is due to the computational advantages associated with B-splines including ease of implementation and smoothness. In multibody dynamics, the use of interpolating cubic splines has been studied in [21, 22] , while others have hinted towards their potential applications in modeling multi-flexible body systems [23, 24] . However, a detailed analysis of interpolating spline-based algorithms is lacking, including a study of their performance compared to traditional modeling approaches. Spline functions are appropriate in multibody dynamics because of the relatively small number of nodes in such simulations, as well as their smooth, continuous and interpolating nature at these nodes. The new spline-based algorithm developed here is restricted to modeling multibody systems comprising thin beam like bodies such as ropes, tubes, beams, and polymer chains. Furthermore, the present algorithm can be used in conjunction with other DCA-based algorithms to model systems with different types of rigid and flexible bodies. In this work, we have provided examples corresponding to SDCA for planar mechanisms and 1D bodies. However, the technique may be extended to problems in higher spatial dimensions. The results obtained with the SDCA are compared with the method of superposed assumed modes in FDCA and the numerical complexity of the method is studied. It is demonstrated that the DCA based on interpolating splines provides an alternate and computationally fast method for modeling articulated flexible bodies.
In section 2, a brief overview of the basic DCA and interpolating splines is presented. The derivation of DCA based spline method is presented in section 3. Computational complexity of FDCA and SDCA are compared in section 3. Finally, numerical examples and discussions are presented in section 4.
Theoretical Background
In this section, we present a brief overview of the basic DCA and interpolating splines. The computational complexity of the FDCA and SDCA is also presented in this section.
Basic Divide and Conquer Algorithm
Detailed derivation and analysis of the performance of the DCA can be found in [11, 12] . Here, we present the DCA in its basic form. Consider two representative bodies, k and k+1, connected with each other by a joint J k . Let the points where each generic body interacts with other bodies and the environment, be termed as 'handles'. As an example, consider Fig. 1 define the position of its handles. For convenience, these handles may correspond to the locations of the joints in a body, for example, the joint J k can serve as the location for the outward and inward handles for body k and body k+1, respectively. The bodies and the joints along with the constraint forces acting on the handles are shown in Fig. 1(a) .
There are two main processes in the DCA, the hierarchic assembly and the hierarchic disassembly. In the pre-assembly steps, the equations of motion for each body are formed at its handles. As such, for body k the two-handle equations of motion can be written as
In the above two equations A k 1 and A k 2 are the 6 × 1 spatial accelerations of body k at handles H k 1 and H k 2 , respectively. The terms ζ k ij (i = 1, 2 and j = 1, 2,) represent the inverse inertia terms associated with the two handles, whereas ζ k i3 (i = 1, 2) terms contain all the state dependent accelerations as well as the effects of externally applied loads [12] . The two-handle equations for body k+1 can be given by
The goal of the assembly process is to combine the equations for the successive bodies to form the equations of the resulting assemblies. In case of body k and body k+1, the resulting assembly is illustrated in Fig. 1(b) , and the two-handle equations of motion for the resulting assembly
Equations 5 and 6 provide the spatial accelerations of the outward handles of the sub-assembly k:k+1. The terms ζ k:k+1 ij (i = 1, 2 and j = 1, 2, 3) have the same meaning as before, except they now represent the sub-assembly formed by bodies k and k + 1. Note that the two-handle equations of the sub-assembly are in the same form as the equations of the constituent bodies. This process can be repeated in a hierarchic manner for all successive bodies in the multibody tree. This assembly process starts at the individual body or leaf nodes. The two-handle equations for the pairs of adjacent bodies are combined together to form the equations for the resulting sub-assemblies. This process continues in a hierarchic fashion until the process reaches the root or the primary system node. At this point, the assembly process stops and the two-handle equations of motion for the entire system are obtained. The hierarchic disassembly begins at the primary system node, where by using the boundary conditions, the equations of motion for the last assembly are solved. Using this information, the disassembly process solves the equations of the constituent sub-assemblies. This process continues until the process reaches the individual body nodes. At the end of the disassembly process all unknowns (e.g., spatial constraint forces, modal generalized accelerations, spatial constraint impulses, spatial accelerations, jumps in the spatial velocities) for the bodies at the individual sub-domain level of the binary tree are known. The assembly and disassembly processes are illustrated in Fig. 2 . 
Spline Interpolation
Spline functions are smooth piecewise interpolating curves that have applications in disciplines including computer graphics, numerical methods and mechanics. Various types of splines, their functional forms and error analysis are discussed in [25, 26, 27] among others. In this paper, we focus on using quadratic and cubic interpolating splines for modeling deformation fields for elastic bodies.
Interpolating Quadratic and Cubic Splines
On an interval [a, b] := [a = q 1 < q 2 < . . . < q n k −1 < q n k = b], a spline function, 'S', is a piecewise real function which coincides at each subinterval knot, q k (k = 1 . . . n k ) and is continuously differentiable for quadratic splines, and twice continuously differentiable for cubic splines. Thus, quadratic and cubic splines are n k − 1 second and third order polynomials, respectively, that are joined together such that their values and the values of their respective derivatives coincide at the knots. However, such functions can not be uniquely determined and additional parameters are required to be defined on the interval. Consider the case of quadratic splines, the two requirements that
, only provides 3n k − 4 equations to find 3(n k − 1) coefficients for the n k − 1 quadratic polynomials. Similarly, for cubic splines, two additional parameters are required to construct the polynomials. In the context of flexible body dynamics, these additional parameters may be derived from boundary conditions.
Spline Based Divide and Conquer Formulation
In this section, we present the theoretical development of the spline-based divide-and-conquer algorithm. The equations of motion for a flexible body are derived in the two-handle form, as described in section 2.1. In the present work, we develop the equations of motion for beam-like structures in a multibody system. The computational complexity of SDCA is also discussed in this section.
The Two-Handle Equations of Motion in the SDCA
Consider a 1D flexible body k in a multibody tree connected by two handles (H k 1 and H k 2 ) at its extreme ends, see Fig. 3 . Also consider that the generalized coordinates associated with the nodal displacement for the flexible body can be given by the vector Y k (t) = y 1 (t) . . . y n k (t) . The deformed configuration of this body can be represented through a spline function with a general form given as
where q 1 . . . q n k define the knots. The equation for the i th segment , S i , in the spline can be defined as
. . .
The SDCA uses the floating frame of reference formulation. This frame may be attached to handle-1 (H k 1 ) on the body with which it is attached to the ground or other bodies in the system. Since the origin of the floating frame coincides with q 1 , therefore in this case the nodal displacement y 1 (t) is zero. Let the spatial velocity and spatial acceleration of the body fixed reference frame be defined as
where ω 1 and α 1 are the angular velocity and acceleration vector of the body fixed reference frame, respectively, and v 1 and a 1 are the linear velocity and acceleration of H k 1 , respectively. The position, velocity and acceleration of a generic point P , lying on the i th segment of the spline can be given as
In equation 9, r ud is the undeformed position of point P on the i th spline segment. For example, in case of transverse deformation of a beam in plane, this can be given as r ud = u 0 . An illustration for the transverse deflection and the position of point P in the deformed configuration in shown in Fig. 3 . Using Kane's formulation [28] , the equations of motion for the i th segment can be written as 
where n dof is the number of degrees of freedom of body k and is given by n dof = n rigid + n k − 1. The rigid degrees of freedom (n rigid ) are associated with the body attached frame of reference. Since y 1 (t) is zero, therefore the nodal degrees of freedom is one less than n k . The terms in equation 12 are given as
In the above equation, τ a P and f a P contains all the applied torques and forces, as well as the internal forces. The constraint forces and torques acting on the segment extremities are represented by f c q i , f c q i+1 , τ c q i and τ c q i+1 . In equations 13 and 14, v r Q and ω r Q (Q = 1, P, 2) are the partial velocities and can be given as
where g r (r = 1 · · · n dof ) represents the generalized coordinates of the system. For r = 1 · · · n rigid , g r is the corresponding angular or linear velocity component of handle-1. Similarly, for r = n rigid + 1 · · · n dof , g r is the corresponding nodal displacement (y i , i = 2 · · · n k ) . Expanding equation 12 and collecting terms, the equation for the i th segment can be written in the matrix form as
where
In equation 16 , subscripts R and F represent the quantities associated with the gross rigid body motion and flexible degrees of freedom, respectively. Moreover, the terms represented by Γ are related to the mass and inertia terms, similarly the λ terms are the coefficients of the constraint forces and the terms represented by β represent all the state dependent, applied, and internal forces acting on the segment. Also note that at the internal nodes
Summing equation 16 over all spline segments gives
In equation 22 the constraint force at the intermediate nodes are cancelled out leaving only the constraint spatial forces at the two handles. The spatial and nodal accelerations can be separated from equation 22 by matrix partitioning and algebraic manipulation and can be written as
In equation 25, the terms γ k ij , (i = 1, j = 1..3), are the inverse inertias of body k evaluated at H k 1 , and have the same form as obtained through FDCA [1] . Equation 25 and 26 gives the spatial acceleration of handle-1 and the nodal accelerations of the flexible body, respectively. The spatial acceleration of handle-2 (H k 2 ) can be given as
In equation 27, r 2 is the position vector from H k 1 to H k 2 , where as, ϕ n k −1Ẏ (t) 2 and ϕ n k −1Ÿ (t) 2 are the velocity and acceleration of (n k − 1) th spline evaluated at H k 2 , respectively. In equation 28, I is a 3 × 3 identity matrix and r 2 × is the 3 × 3 skew symmetric matrix of r 2 . Using equations 25, 26 and 27, the spatial acceleration of joint-2 can be written as 
In equation 29, the terms γ k ij , (i = 2, j = 1..3), are the inverse inertias of body k evaluated at H k 2 . The equations thus formed for body k require the computation of the inertia terms (Γ) and force terms matrices (β) for each segment, and then their summation according to equations 23 and 24 respectively. These matrices can be calculated independently for each segment on separate processors and do not require any matrix multiplication or inversion. Moreover, it can be noticed that equations 25 and 29 are now in the same form as the two-handle equation in the DCA and the assembly and disassembly process in the multibody tree can be done in the usual manner. At the end of the assembly and disassembly process for the multibody system the spatial accelerations and constraint forces for all bodies in the system are known and the nodal accelerations for each body can be obtained using equation 26.
Computational Complexity
In the parallel implementation of the DCA, bodies in the binary tree are mapped onto individual processors, thus yielding an overall complexity of O(log(N b )),
where N b is the total number of bodies in the system [11] . For the FDCA, with a non-constant modal mass matrix the computational complexity can be calculated as O(log(N b ))+O(max(ν) 3 ), where max(ν) is maximum number of modal generalized coordinates, and the cubic term is associated with the inversion cost [29] . However, in case of sub-structuring the computational complexity naturally increases. Additional calculations are performed in the FDCA to find the accelerations and constraint forces at the zero degree of freedom joints between the sub-structures. In other words, each sub-structure in the system acts as an individual body and the cost associated with it must be included in the overall cost. If the dominant number of sub-structures in a multibody tree is m, then the overall computational cost for the FDCA can be given as
On the other hand, the SDCA forms the equations of motion through the addition of corresponding matrices of the segments. Therefore, the computational complexity for the SDCA essentially remains as O(log(N b )) + O(max(n k ) 3 ), where max(n k ) is the dominant number of nodes for any flexible body in the system. The difference in the computation time is demonstrated in the next section by a numerical example where the FDCA uses a sub-structuring approach.
Numerical Examples
In order to test the formulation, two numerical examples are presented in this section. For both examples, the results are compared with a reference solution as well as the assumed mode shapes method. The computer code for each test case is written in Matlab R and care is taken to maintain uniformity in programming. A fourth-order Runge-Kutta time integrator is employed for all numerical integrations. The first numerical example is the axial vibration of a fixed-free beam. The beam is modeled using quadratic splines with three equal sub-intervals. The piecewise quadratic polynomials for the spline function are given as
Axial Vibration of a Fixed-Free Beam
Note that the quadratic spline function satisfies the boundary conditions for a fixed-free beam, i.e. y 1 = 0 and d(S 3 ) du | u=L = 0. The beam is initially at rest and under a compressive strain of 0.1. The length, area, density and elastic modulus of the beam are assumed to be unity in appropriate units and the model is simulated for 10 secs. The plot of the tip deflection and the absolute error compared to the analytical solution is shown in Fig. 5 . It may be noticed that results conforms well to the analytical solution and the error remains small during the course of the simulation. The error and its growth may be attributed to the approximating nature of the splines and drift caused by the numerical integration of the equations of motion. In case of sub-structuring, it is assumed that the beam is divided into three smaller components connected to each other by zero dof joints. For each beam, the deformation is approximated by its first natural mode shape. The resulting system is simulated using the FDCA. In both cases, i.e. with the SDCA and the FDCA, the number of flexible dof s is three. As expected, the simulation time for the FDCA is found to be higher than SDCA by a factor of three. This is because at each step the FDCA has to invert additional matrices to compute forces and accelerations at the joints. The response of the system and the error plots are shown in Fig. 6 . Since the beam is discretized and only a truncated set of modes is used, the sub-structuring approach with the FDCA cannot accurately capture the correct beam dynamics. This behavior is also reported in the original FDCA paper [1] . Additional modes such as static correction modes or attachment modes could provide more accurate solutions, but with a higher computational cost [30, 31] .
Elastic Two Arm Robot
The second numerical example is a well known problem that was first described in [32] and used by several researchers as a benchmark problem in flexible multibody dynamics [1, 24, 33, 34] . The system consists of two elastic beams connected to each other and the ground by revolute joints. The location of the joints on beam serves as the origin of the body fixed reference frame. Moreover, each beam has a point mass rigidly attached to its tip. The system, initially in static equilibrium, follows a prescribed angular motion under the influence of gravity. Figure. 7 shows the physical parameters of the system and an illustration of the problem. The angular motion constraints for the two joints are given by
In this example, the cross-sections of both beams remain undeformed and a linear elastic material is considered. Furthermore, the nature of the problem requires that the geometric stiffening effect must be taken into consideration when modeling the system. The internal forces are calculated using a linear elastic model and the foreshortening effects are induced explicitly in the solution. The strain energy and internal forces for the i th spline segment are given as
The geometric stiffening effects for this problem are calculated following the strategy defined in [35] . Accounting for foreshortening effects, the position of a generic point P , lying on the i th spline segment on the body can be given as
The fourth term on the right hand side of equation 36 is due to the foreshortening in the i th spline segment, whereas the fifth term is due to the foreshortening in (i − 1) th segment, evaluated at q i .
In the SDCA, the deformation field of the system is modeled using two cubic spline segments and the plots of the position are shown in Fig. 8 . The results appear to be in agreement with the reported solutions [1, 24, 36] .
Three instance in time, as shown in Fig. 7 , are chosen to evaluate the accuracy of the algorithm. These time instances are important because several published results are available that utilize distinct modeling strategies [33, 34] . Furthermore, we used a commercial FE program ABAQUS TM to simulate the system. In ABAQUS, each beam is modeled using 32 beam elements with non-linear effects taken into account. The results obtained from ABAQUS and other reported formulations are given in Table. 1. It may be noticed that the results obtained from ABAQUS are quite accurate and can be used as the reference solution. In the Table. 2. Moreover, the problem is also modeled using the FDCA with one axial and one transverse shape functions, and also using two transverse shape functions. The mode shapes are given by
Figure. 9(a) shows the L 2 norm of the error in the position of the tip using the SDCA and the FDCA, where the solution provided by ABAQUS is used as the reference solution. It may be observed that the error is of similar magnitude and depends on the number of spline segments or assumed mode shapes. Unlike the first example in section 4.1, no sub-structuring is used in this example for the FDCA, therefore the simulation times for both the SDCA and the FDCA are similar. Figure. 9(b) shows the plot of the trajectory of the tip using the SDCA and the zoomed in view of the tip position at its highest point. Both figures clearly demonstrate that the results obtained using the SDCA conform well to the reference solution and the error can be reduced by increasing the number of spline segments.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we investigated the use of quadratic and cubic splines in the DCA environment for modeling multi-flexible body systems. A theoretical background of the interpolating spline-based DCA is established and numerical examples are also presented. It is demonstrated that the SDCA is comparable to the FDCA in terms of accuracy and efficiency. Moreover, the SDCA is much faster and accurate in problems where FDCA resort to sub-structuring. This paper is limited to the application of the SDCA to planar 1D problems. We will investigate the use of the SDCA in spatial mechanisms and problems involving large deformations as part of our future work.
